Template matching technique is used widely in many fields, such as target tracking, target recognition, image registration, etc. Template matching based on gray measures is unstable because of illumination change and noise. A novel template matching algorithm based on phase correlation is proposed. Phase correlation is used to compare the similarity of two images in same size. In order to compare the similarity of two images in different size, a new method which is named periodic stretch is proposed. Experimental results show that the template matching algorithm based on periodic stretch phase correlation is effective.
which extract and match salient features from two images, have been shown to be more suitable for situations when illumination changes are expected. A drawback of the existing feature-based techniques lies in the difficulty of recognizing matched features in the images.
Phase correlation uses the Fourier domain approach to match images that are translated, rotated, and scaled with respect to one another. Translation, rotation, and scale all have their counterpart in the Fourier domain. Fourier methods differ from other matching strategies because they search for the optimal match according to information in the frequency domain [11~14] . Because phase correlation method is characterized by its insensitivity to translation, rotation, scaling and noise as well as by its low computation cost, we present a new template matching algorithm based on phase correlation. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the template matching algorithm based on gray measures and outline its important properties. In Section 3, we present our template matching algorithm based on periodic stretch phase correlation. Experimental results are then given in Section 4 for different template matching methods. Finally in Section 5 some concluding remarks are provided.
TEMPLATE MATCHING ALGORITHM BASED ON GRAY MEASURES
Given two images, ( ) n m T , (defined as a template image) to match ( )
(defined as a reference image), the goal of template matching is to locate the template image in the reference image.
In figure 1 
The translational shift required to register the images is the pair ( )
that maximizes or minimizes the similarity measures Corr. Some similarity measures based on gray measure are enumerated as follows: 
MAD (mean absolute difference):
( )
MSD (mean square difference):
NCC (normalized cross-correlation):
( ) 
NCC measure is used widely because it has many advantages than other measures. The numerator of (5) is the convolution of the template and window and can therefore be implemented using fast Fourier transforms. The normalizing effect of the denominator in (5) ensures that regions of high correlation but small overlap between the template and window are given sufficient weight when compared to regions with large overlap. As such, the cross correlation is bounded between -1 and 1. Cross-correlation registration is most effective when the target and reference images are identical except for a translational shift and noise. However, cross-correlation is a well known method that can be easily implemented and has been shown to be computationally faster than mutual information registration and less susceptible to noise.
TEMPLATE MATCHING ALGORITHM BASED ON PHASE CORRELATION

Phase correlation
If ( )
show the corresponding discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs). The cross-power spectrum of the two images is defined as
Where * F is the complex conjugate of F . After normalized by the auto-correlativity, the cross-power spectrum is
The shift theorem guarantees that the phase of the cross-power spectrum is equivalent to the phase difference between the images. If the two images are different only by a displacement ( ) 
By taking inverse Fourier transform of the representation in the frequency domain, we will have a function that is an impulse; that is, it is approximately zero everywhere except at the displacement that is needed to optimally register the two images. That is ( ) However, in practical situations, the two images will not be same due to noise and illumination variability. An important property of phase correlation compared to the classical cross-correlation method is the accuracy by which the peak of the correlation function can be detected: the peak in the phase correlation can be detected much more accurately compared to classical cross correlation because the phase correlation provides a distinct sharp peak in the case of correspondence, which is not the case in cross correlation [14] . Another important property is due to the whitening of the signals by normalization, which makes the phase correlation notably robust to those types of noise that are correlated to the signal, e.g., offsets in average value and fixed gain errors [14] . If there is a change in average value and gain so that
Where α and β are constants, then the Fourier transforms will be related by
In which case the phase-correlation output is obtained as Hence, changes in the average value and gain are automatically canceled by the whitening feature of the phase correlation. It is stated in [15] that changes in atmosphere, ground conditions, scene temperature, solar illumination, and sensor response can significantly affect the detected image, and a whitening/dewhitening transform is introduced to correct the target spectral signature under varying conditions. The phase-correlation process itself has an inherent whitening property; hence, this feature is expected to improve the detection of similar data.
So the similarity of the template image and the reference image can be measured by the phase correlation measure, which is defined as 
Periodic stretch
In the previous section, we use phase correlation to measure the similarity of two images. There are two reasons make that we can't use phase correlation in template matching directly. On the one hand, the template image is not of same size as the reference image in template matching. If we define a search area in the reference image, the search area is bigger than the template image in order to local the template image in the reference image.
On the other hand, in order to use Fast Fourier Translation, the size of the two images must be a multiple of 2.
There are two methods commonly which can be used to make the two images of same size. One is that the small image is padded with zeros, and the other is that the big image is truncated. But in these methods, the similarity measure is small and imprecise. In order to resolve this problem, a new method which is named periodic stretch is proposed.
Suppose the search area is ( ) n m I , , M is a multiple of 2 and larger than m and n . After be stretched periodic according to Figure 2 , ( )
. The frequency components of a signal are unchanged when it is stretched periodic, so we can make use of the property of periodic function to compare the similarity of the template image and the search area image.
Template matching algorithm based on periodic stretch phase correlation
The algorithm of our approach using periodic stretch phase correlation for template matching is given in the following.
Step 1) Stretch the template image ( ) n m T , and the search area image ( )
Step 2) Calculate the corresponding discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs)
Step 3) Compute the normalized cross-power spectrum of
by formula (7);
Step 4) Take inverse Fourier transform of the normalized cross-power spectrum;
Step 5) Find ( ) 0 0 , y x where the peak value locates.
The peak value is the similarity measure of the template image and the search area image, and ( ) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to explain the phase correlation's insensitivity to translation, illumination change and noise, we carry out the experiment 1. In this experiment, we take an image as the template image and changes under different conditions as the reference images. In Figure 3 , (a) is defined the template, (b) is phase correlation chart of auto-correlativity. In Table 1 , Corr represents similarity measure; PC represents phase correlation; Corr represents similarity measure.
The phase correlation charts under different conditions are same as Figure 3 (b) in shape, only the peak values are different, enumerated in Table 1 . From the data in Table 1 , we can see that NCC measure is smaller than the PC measure under all kinds of conditions and the PC measure is close to 1, so we can draw a conclude that the phase correlation measure is more robust than measures based on gray measure.
When the template image and the reference image is not of same size and to use FFT, we must stretch the template image and the reference image. In Figure 4 , (a) is the template image, (b) is the reference image and the red rectangle is the search area. The template image is 64 64 × and the search area is 128 128 × . When the template image is stretched by padded zeros, the phase correlation chart is Figure 5 (a), and the peak value is 0.3472. When the template image is stretched periodic, the phase correlation chart is Figure 5 (b) , and the peak value is 1. So in the former method, the similarity measure is small and imprecise. illumination change and noise. In Figure 6 , Drift comparison of 4 methods is explained. From this figure, we can say that the template matching algorithm based on periodic stretch is more robust than that based in gray measures.
CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, a new template matching algorithm based on periodic stretch phase correlation is proposed, and experimental results show that the algorithm is effective. Phase correlation uses the Fourier domain approach to match images that are translated, rotated, and scaled with respect to one another. Only translation is considered in this letter, 
